Abstract-We present a fast pairwise RNA sequence alignment method using structural information, named R-PASS (RNA Pairwise Alignment of Structure and Sequence), which shows good accuracy on sequences with low sequence identity and significantly faster than alternative methods. The method begins by representing RNA secondary structure as a set of structure motifs. The motifs from two RNAs are then used as input into a bipartite graph-matching algorithm, which determines the structure matches. The matches are then used as constraints in a constrained dynamic programming sequence alignment procedure. The R-PASS method has an O(nm) complexity. We compare our method with two other structure-based alignment methods, LARA and ExpaLoc, and with a sequence-based alignment method, MAFFT, across three benchmarks and obtain favorable results in accuracy and orders of magnitude faster in speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
A trend in the sequence analysis is to process increasingly larger scales of sequences in order to detect sequence homologues, predict consensus secondary structures [1] , identify structure motifs [2] and infer phylogenetic relationships [3] . Non-canonical base pairs and structure motifs are found based on a MSA of 2,240 16S rRNA sequences [2] and a set of statistical free energy values are computed from more than 50,000 ncRNA sequences [4] . Furthermore, genome wide sequence alignments identifying ncRNAs have become increasingly routine. RNAz [5] predicted over 30,000 structured RNA elements in human genomes from 438,788 alignments of non-coding regions. Scalable and fast computation method is a key to make large scale analysis feasible.
Sequence-based RNA sequence alignment programs, e.g. MAFFT [6] , generate accurate alignments when the RNA sequences are conserved. However, these programs are unable to produce reliable alignments when sequence identity drops below 50-60% [7] . Exploiting the phenomenon of the coevolution of base-pairs and the preservation of secondary structure are promising approaches to improve RNA alignment accuracy [7] .
Although many structure-based programs exist, most of them have high complexity and are not applicable to long RNAs. In this paper, we present a method, R-PASS (RNA Pairwise Alignment of Structure and Sequence). We evaluated our method compared with two state-of-art structure-based alignment programs, LARA [8] and ExpaLoc [9] , and a popular sequence-based alignment program MAFFT. Of the programs tested, R-PASS is the fastest. The results also show improved accuracy upon MAFFT and ExpaLoc and comparable accuracy with LARA.
II. RELATED WORK
Most structure-based alignment programs continue the tradition of the Sankoff's algorithm [10] , where it simultaneously folds and aligns a set of pseudo knot-free RNAs using a dynamic programming approach (DP). Although efforts have been made to reduce the time and space complexity, this approach still requires O(n 4 ) time in the pairwise alignment case. Thus most structure-based programs are not practical for long RNAs [8] .
R-PASS assumes the structure information is available for both sequences. We compare our program to the two most recent structure based alignment programs that target the same problem, LARA [8] and ExpaLoc [9] . LARA adopts a graph-based representation and models the alignment as an integer linear program. ExpaLoc combines ExpaRNA [9] and LocARNA [11] , where ExpaRNA detects the longest exact pattern match of two RNA structures and LocARNA fills in the unaligned space between those patterns.
Our program differs with LARA in that the RNA structures are matched at the structure motif level instead of at the nucleotide level and an optimal alignment is found by a DP algorithm. Unlike ExpaRNA which finds the exact pattern matches, our matching algorithm is more flexible, so more structure constraints can be used in alignment construction. Also, the alignment building process in our program is still sequence-based, and thus has a much lower computation complexity than LocARNA.
To evaluate the effectiveness of using additional structure information, we also compare our program with MAFFT [6] . Its iterative refinement method L-INS-I is evaluated to be one of the most accurate sequence-based alignment programs that produce high quality alignments with average pairwise sequence identity above 55% [12] .
III. ALGORITHM
Given two RNA sequences with known secondary structures, we parse the annotated base pairs into a set of structure motifs. The feature vectors of the structure motifs are computed and form the vertices of a bipartite graph. The weight of an edge is based on the similarity of two feature vectors. A set of edges which represent the correspondence between structural motifs are obtained by a bipartite graph matching algorithm. These correspondences are then applied as anchor points to construct an optimal sequence alignment using a DP algorithm.
A. Structure Matching 1) Infering motifs from base pairing annotation:
The secondary structure of a RNA sequences consists of a set of nested base pairs. The majority of the nucleotides in a RNA structure form canonical base pairings in a regular helix region. The remaining unpaired nucleotides form loops, which can be further categorized to bulges, internal, hairpin and multi-stem loops. Thus a RNA secondary structure can be viewed as a set of those RNA motifs.
Stem is the continuous base-paired double strand region and is composed of a 5'end half and a 3' end half. Bulge is a loop appearing only on one strand of a stem. Internal loop is the unpaired regions occurring on both strands of a stem. Hairpin loop is the loop linking the 5' end and 3' end of a stem. Multi-stem loop is the intersection of three or more stems. It is separated by single strand sequences. Free end is the unpaired region at the 5' end or 3' end of a structure.
Given The similarity of two structure motifs is measured by how close their relative positions are in the corresponding global sequences and how similar their lengths are. The similarity is only computed between motifs of the same type, i.e. Hairpin with Hairpin and Stem with Stem or Compound Stem. We define the following heuristic similarity function composed of position similarity (pos) and length similarity (len), where s l is the global sequence length, and w l is the weight of length similarity.
In the above equation, the score for different types of the structural motif is always 0. For the comparison of the same motif type, the score is the product of the relative position similarity and the length similarity. The relative position difference for a single strand is defined as the minimum difference as measured by start and end position. For a Stem/Compound Stem structure, the relative position difference is first evaluated on each strand individually and then the maximum score between the two strands is used. For simplicity, only the weight on length difference (w l ) is used. The similarity score ranges between 0 and 1 inclusively.
3) Structure motif matching algorithm: The structure motifs from two RNA structures are matched by a bipartite graph matching (BGM). BGM is a powerful matching technique that can achieve global and optimal matching results in polynomial time. It has been applied to protein structure alignment [13] .
We denote a bipartite graph
. V is a set of vertices which can be divided into two subsets, L and R. Each subset individually represents structure motifs from one sequence and contains their feature vectors as vertices, i.e. L = S 1 , R = S 2 . E is a set of weighted edges that link between vertices in L and vertices in R. The edge weight is the similarity score between two feature vectors. A threshold for edge weight t is used in a preprocessing step of graph construction, so only edges with weight no less than t are used for matching. The limitation t > 0 ensures that the matches are only between motifs of the same type. There is no edge linking vertices from the same subset.
where k is the number of motifs in S 1 and h is the number of motifs in S 2 .
Based on this bipartite graph, the correspondence of structure motifs are then found by a stable matching algorithm [14] . The algorithm generates a set of matched structure motifs, more specifically the feature vectors of structure motifs, M = {f Li , f Ri }, i ‫ג‬ (1, c) , where c is the number of matches. The stable matching ensures that no two motifs are better matched together than with the motif they are currently matched with. The complexity of this algorithm is O(kh). Any graph matching algorithm could be used as a substitute for the stable matching, such as a maximum weighted matching algorithm. The stable matching was chosen for its fast runtime.
4) Computing matching blocks: The matching structure motifs are then converted into sequence blocks. The boundaries of the matched motifs are obtained based on their feature vectors. For a Hairpin motif, its sequence is divided into three parts, 5' end stem, Hairpin loop and 3' end stem, and the Stem and Compound Stem motif are segmented into the 5' end stem and 3' end stem. Thus the matching segments from two sequences form a match block, of which the boundaries are determined by the start and end positions of the segments (Fig. 1) .
The above generated sequence block set may contain crossing blocks caused by mismatches in BGM. In cases where the structures are unknown and require prediction, overlapping blocks may also appear i structures contain a set of overlapping cand solve this problem, the Dijkstra's shortest p applied [15] . We construct a graph where th blocks and two pseudo blocks representing end of the sequences. The edge weight between two blocks. It is set to be 0 for cro the total number of position gaps betwee both sequences for non-crossing blocks. O positive weight are added to the graph. A then computed between the start block an The match blocks on the path are used in the B. Constraint sequence alignment 
IV. RESULTS
The program generated pairwise alignm by comparison to a gold standard reference nucleotide level. A pairwise alignment A c a set of nucleotide correspondence arrang order, so A = {a i , b i }, i ‫ג‬ (1, n), where n is th of the two sequences, and a i and b i a nucleotides from two sequences. Let alignment be A and the testing alignment b if the predicted didate motifs. To path algorithm is he vertices are the the start and the is the distance ossing blocks and en the blocks on Only edges with A shortest path is nd the end block. e next step. 
A. Testing data
We created the pairwise sequen with structure information from thre 2.1 [7] , Rfam 10.1 [17] and CRW Rfam are popular alignment bench evaluations and provide consensus various ncRNA families. The CRW high quality alignments provides in structure in various formats which s
We took three RNA fami spliceosomal RNA (RF00004), nuc and Bacterial RNase P class A families from Bralibase data-set 1 a U5 spliceosomal RNA, tRNA and families from CRW Site: 5S rRNA
Besides the data-set2 from Bra pairwise sequence alignments, all th by breaking the multiple sequence sequence alignments. The secon sequence is either inferred fro provided in the original dataset or Site. The pseudoknots are excluded A single test contains two RN corresponded RNA secondary stru bracket format [19] . Based on RN datasets are grouped into small ( 1000nt) and large (> 1000nt) RNA RNA family are further divided in 40, 60 and 80 by sequence identity indicates the pairwise sequence i between 40 and 60. Due to the page sets and all the results are available
B. Comparison with other program
We implemented the algorithm sequence alignment, we use the RI [20] with gap open penalty of -8 an of -1. R-PASS is written in Java MAFFT are implemented in C. E small RNA datasets, while the ot tested on all datasets. Each test co input. Except for MAFFT-L-INS sequence information, the structure to all the other three programs. For first executed and the output constr LocARNA to obtain complete align executed with default setting in processor at 3.16G Hz.
1) Alignment accuracy: Usin described above, we evaluated generated by all four programs reference alignments. As shown in can achieve > 90% accuracy in ce alignment testing data ee benchmarks, Bralibase
Site [18] . Bralibase and hmarks used by program secondary structures for W Site well known for its ndividual RNA secondary serve our purpose well. ilies from Rfam: U2 clear RNase P (RF00009) (RF00010); four RNA and data-set 2: g2intron, 5S rRNA and two RNA and 16S rRNA. alibase which consists of he other tests are created alignments into pairwise ndary structure of each om consensus structure retrieved from the CRW from the structures. NA sequences with their uctures annotated in dot NA sequence length, the (< 200nt), middle (200-A (Table 1) . Tests in each nto at least three subsets: y. For example, subset 40 identity of each test is e limit, the details of data upon request. ms in the tool R-PASS. For IBOSUM scoring matrix nd gap extension penalty a, LARA, ExpaLoc and ExpaLoc is tested on the ther three programs are ontains two sequences as S-I which only use the e annotation is provided r ExpaLoc, ExpaRNA is raints are then piped into nments. All programs are n a desktop with Intel ng the scoring method the alignment quality with the corresponding Fig. 2 , all four programs small and large RNA datasets with sequence identity above 60% and in middle RNA datasets with sequence identity above 80%. In this zone, using structure information does not improve alignment quality significantly. The additional structure information has a remarkable effect in the twilight zone, where the sequence identity is below 60%. While MAFFT performance drops sharply with decrease of sequence identity, R-PASS and LARA can maintain high alignment quality (Fig. 2) . ExpaLoc does not show superiority over MAFFT in the twilight zone in the small RNA datasets. One possible explanation is that as the sequence identity drops, the number of exact pattern matches, i.e., the number of structure constraints also decreases, thus the degree of freedom expands as LocARNA aligns the sequences, causing potential alignment errors.
In the twilight zone, R-PASS is comparable with LARA in terms of alignment quality. R-PASS outperforms all other programs in the tRNA dataset from Bralibase and RNase P datasets from Rfam (Fig. 2) . In the other datasets except U5, the largest difference between R-PASS and LARA is less than 3%. 
2) Running time:
The total running time of each program on datasets of the same sized RNA group is used. ExpaLoc costs the most CPU time in the small RNA datasets (data not shown here). a. The number of times that R-PASS is faster than the program
As shown in Table 1 , R-PASS is the fastest among all programs. The advantage over LARA is more obvious as the length of the RNA increases (Fig. 3) . R-PASS is 10 times faster than LARA and 27 times faster than MAFFT in small RNA datasets; and is 97 times faster than LARA and 33 times faster than MAFFT for middle RNA datasets. It is 4 times faster than the sequence-based alignment program MAFFT and above 1,100 times faster than LARA in large RNA datasets while maintaining comparable alignment quality (Fig. 2) . Therefore, our approach is more suitable for large-scale RNA sequences. 3) R-PASS structure motif matching with LARA subroutine: In R-PASS, individual sequence blocks generated after structure motif match can be fed into any alignment algorithm to produce a global alignment. Since LARA finds the structure motif correspondence at the base pair level, it performs better than R-PASS in some datasets in the twilight zone. Thus integrating LARA to align the stem regions may improve R-PASS performance in those datasets. We compute the structure match blocks by R-PASS and use LARA to align the blocks generated from Stem motifs and Gotoh algorithm to align the blocks of loop and free end motifs. Each local alignment is then linked in sequential order to form a global alignment.
We tested the integrated R-PASS and LARA in the small RNA datasets. This approach performs better than R-PASS and is comparable with LARA. In some cases, e.g. U5 (Fig. 4) , the integrated approach improves the alignment accuracy upon LARA. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a new workflow for pairwise alignment of RNA sequences with known structure information, named R-PASS. We utilize the RNA structure motif correspondence found in a bipartite graph framework to constrain the sequence alignment problem and perform the final alignment. The complexity of our algorithm is O(nm), yet it can achieve alignment quality comparable with the current state of the art programs. This is especially apparent in the twilight zone. R-PASS is also significantly faster than competing methods, often by orders of magnitude, which makes our method well suited for use in iterative algorithms and high-throughput RNA analysis.
We are currently working on various improvements to the R-PASS framework described in this paper. The alignment can be refined by matching the basic motifs in a Compound Stem/Hairpin motif. Improvements can also be extended to the nucleotide level where all the base pairings in each sequence could be used as constraints.
The similarity function between structural motifs we use is established by practical experience and the values are determined based on preliminary experiments. This function can be further enhanced by including additional information such as base pair similarity and nucleotide similarity. The additional information can improve the sensitivity and the selectivity of the matching algorithm.
Our results show that incorporating structure information significantly improves alignment accuracy upon sequence-based alignment methods, especially for less conserved sequences. While our current algorithm focuses on aligning known structures, it can be adapted to align unknown structures by structure prediction using RNA folding algorithms or generating all potential structure motifs and find correct matches by an advanced similarity function.
The fast performance of our alignment program also makes it promising to compute a multiple sequence alignment over a large set of sequences. While R-PASS focuses on pairwise alignment, the result can be extended to produce multiple sequence alignments using a guide tree or a progressive approach. Our method can also target template-based alignment problems, where new sequences are added into an existing alignment by matching the new sequence with the consensus sequence of the alignment.
